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Executive summary

[NOTE: Upon approval of the comprehensive Brand Voice Guidelines, 
we will draft a freestanding Brand Voice Executive Summary. This 
document will comprise a high-level overview of key brand voice 
considerations (e.g., positioning, brand strategy, brand personality 
attributes, etc.) and a checklist that helps writers/reviewers ensure 
that all critical aspects of the brand voice are adhered to in each and 
every execution of TIAA-CREF-branded communication materials.]
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What is a brand?

TIAA-CREF’s brand is formed with every single interaction 
an individual or group has with our company. Whether 
it’s a microsite, a piece of collateral, a phone call with 
a customer service rep, a confirmation letter or even an 
error 404 message.

Our brand voice, the tone and style of our verbal 
communications, supports that overall experience. 
Without a strong, consistent, cohesive voice that speaks 
directly to our customers in every single interaction 
they have with us, TIAA-CREF’s brand would be reduced 
to little more than a logo, a color palette, a type 
treatment — in other words, the mere trappings of a 
brand.

How these brand voice guidelines  
will help TIAA-CREF

These guidelines are designed to give writers 
and marketing managers a well-defined, specific 
understanding of TIAA-CREF’s brand voice — and the 
tools that allow that voice to ring out clearly to a  
variety of audiences.

The guidelines you are about to read will help you:

 § Reinforce our brand positioning

 § Ensure written and oral communications consistently 
reflect the essence of our brand

 § Streamline communications development by providing 
a single, accessible reference for writing in all media 

 § Train new employees and external partners on the 
nuances of communicating in our brand voice

Ultimately, when used with the TIAA-CREF visual identity 
system, editorial standards and style guide, this 
document will help ensure the essence and power of our 
brand are communicated effectively and consistently to 
our customers, our clients and our colleagues.

In brief

Brand. It’s not simply a logo or tagline. 
It’s not just a color palette or type treatment. 
It is an experience.

Questions?

Email Firstname lastname 
flastname@tiaa-cref.org
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The importance of brand

Brand builds business

TIAA-CREF’s brand is one of our most valuable assets. 
With it, we can differentiate ourselves from our 
competitors, inspire trust and build relationships with 
customers and have an effective platform from which to 
sell our products and services.

This is not an academic exercise

What you will see in these guidelines matters. Please 
take the time to internalize what you read here, then 
engage with it. Ask questions. Share comments. Make 
suggestions. Socialize. Proselytize. Critique. Do your 
part to help support the strength of the TIAA-CREF brand 
and realize its potential to change our business — and 
the lives of our customers.

In brief

By taking an active role in promoting and adhering to these guidelines, 
you will be helping TIAA-CREF maintain both a powerful brand and a 
leading position in the financial services industry.
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Here are two examples of companies that do it right:

Amazon’s subsidiary, Woot.com, had been known by 
its loyal customers for its irreverent wit, playful, human 
attitude and obsessive focus on low prices. When 
Amazon acquired the company in 2011, the company 
realized the value not just of Woot’s business model, but 
of its brand, as well. So how does this Amazon-owned 
site handle something as typically dry and unreadable 
as a privacy policy?

“You know, we at Woot are geeks, too. 
And like all good geeks, we’re obsessed 
with privacy. We won’t share or sell your 
personal information for a quick buck. 
And we promise we will never collect or 
share information about your IQ, your 
religious beliefs, your shoe size, or how 
you got that intriguing scar on your 
left elbow. In general terms, we collect 
information so we can ship your woots, 
let you enjoy our community features, 
and improve our website, services, and 
products. Or, in legalese…”

What is brand voice?

Quite simply, our brand voice is how we communicate 
with each of our diverse audiences. It’s what we say. It’s 
how we say it. When combined with our brand look and 
feel, brand voice makes a powerful impression. Together, 
they communicate our personality, our attitude and our 
relationship with customers.

No matter what the medium, communication objective, 
audience or tactics, our voice must remain true to 
itself — and to the brand attributes that underpin it. This 
brings us to the main point of this section:

While our tone of voice  
may change, our brand voice 
never does.

In brief

While our tone of voice may change according to our audiences  
and communication objectives, our brand voice never does.

Known as the epitome of luxury, service and 
sophistication, The Ritz-Carlton Hotels focus on a 
singular purpose statement: “Ladies and gentlemen 
serving ladies and gentlemen.” Staying true to that 
mission and speaking as respectfully to employees as 
it does to guests, the Ritz helps create an environment 
of respect and engagement. How does The Ritz-Carlton 
introduce its “Service Values” to employees?

“At The Ritz-Carlton, the Gold Standards 
are the foundation of how we do 
business. Each of the standards is a key 
part of our values and philosophy. As 
a lady or gentleman, you’re a part of 
something bigger than yourself, you’re 
a part of the respect, honesty, trust and 
integrity that makes The Ritz-Carlton 
legendary.”
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What is brand voice?

A study in contrasts

When Dodge adopted the tagline “Guts. Glory.” for its 
Ram line of trucks, it pulled no punches regarding its 
brand personality. Tough. Self-assured. Dripping with 
testosterone. But once you dig down past the TV spots 
and website homepages, it’s nowhere to be found. What 
kind of brand experience awaits those who read the 
2012 Dodge Ram 1500 Owner’s Manual? None at all.

“Congratulations on selecting your new 
Chrysler Group LLC vehicle. Be assured 
that it represents precision workmanship, 
distinctive styling, and high quality —  
all essentials that are traditional to our 
vehicles... Following the instructions and 
recommendations in this manual will help 
assure safe and enjoyable operation of 
your vehicle.”

Porsche, on the other hand, takes the opportunity at 
the beginning of its 911 Carrera owner’s manual — a 
299-page tome filled with PSIs and octane ratings — to 
acknowledge the special nature of the relationship it 
maintains with Porsche owners.

 

“Dear Owner,

We would like to thank you for your 
purchase of a Porsche Sports car. Judging 
by the car you have chosen, you are a 
motorist of a special breed, and you are 
probably no novice when it comes to 
automobiles… Please take the time to 
read this manual… The better you know 
your Porsche, the more pleasure you will 
experience driving your new car.”
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Brand positioning. Brand strengths. Brand personality.

Our brand positioning and brand strengths lay the 
foundation for our entire brand personality. These three 
brand assets are inexorably interrelated, playing off one 
another to create compelling messaging for our audience.

Where positioning meets strengths,  
personality comes through.

In brief

Our brand positioning 
At TIAA-CREF, we are committed to making financial well-being possible.

Our brand strengths 
Integrity, understanding, wisdom, performance

Our brand personality attributes 
Wise, caring, trustworthy, optimistic, confident, straightforward

Our brand positioning 
At TIAA-CREF, we are 
committed to making 
financial well-being 
possible.

Our brand personality 
Wise, caring, trustworthy, 
optimistic, confident, 
straightforward

Our brand strengths 
Integrity, understanding, 
wisdom, performance
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Brand positioning. Brand strengths. Brand personality.

Our brand positioning

At TIAA-CREF, we are committed to 
making financial well-being possible.

This is the goal we are always focused on.  
It’s our reason for being.

Our brand strengths

These are the proven qualities of our company that 
make it possible for us to make good on our positioning. 
They’re the proof points that support the promise we 
make to all our customers.

Integrity

For more than 90 years, we have strived 
to maintain the highest ethical standards 
in serving our clients, earning their trust.

Understanding

We take time to understand our clients’ 
needs and tailor solutions to meet them.

Wisdom

We thoughtfully and generously share  
the perspective of our knowledge,  
gained from years of experience and 
sound judgment.

Performance

We have an unwavering commitment 
to delivering results and successful 
outcomes.

Our brand personality

Together, our strengths and positioning add up to 
something more than the sum of their parts — our brand 
personality. It’s what customers think of when they 
think of TIAA-CREF. It’s emotionally resonant because 
it reflects both the rational proof points and intangible 
aspirations that we bring to market. In other words, it 
speaks to the hearts and the heads of our customers.

• Wise

• Caring

• Trustworthy

• Optimistic

• Confident

• Straightforward
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Articulating financial well-being 

In brief

Financial well-being is a powerful concept that must be articulated 
differently to each of our audiences.

For B2B2C audiences, financial well-being may range from being able to 
fulfill one’s fiduciary obligations with confidence to paying less in fees.

Financial well-being is tied to our Vision 2020 business 
strategy — both seek to expand our value to customers by offering 
solutions beyond retirement.

When writing about financial well-being, be sure to inspire a sense 
of well-being in your audience by: being concise and to-the-point, 
solution-focused and not saying more than you need to.

Helping make financial well-being possible is at the  
very core of what we do.

Financial well-being can be a very powerful concept. 
But it can also be quite challenging to articulate. Why? 
Because everyone has a different idea of what it means. 
After all, “financial well-being” will mean something  
very different to a 25-year-old saving for a car than it  
will to a 67-year-old getting ready to retire. And neither 
will hold the same vision of financial well-being as a  
plan sponsor.

So how can we write about financial well-being in a 
single way that resounds with everyone? We can’t. 
Instead, we need to take the time to understand the 
specific audience we’re addressing, and then write  
to their individual needs.
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Articulating financial well-being 

Speaking to our customers

Here are some examples of how the same statement 
about, in this instance, TIAA-CREF’s role as retirement 
plan provider translates to a very different version of 
financial well-being for each of these distinct audiences:

25-year-old saving for a goal 
As your retirement plan provider, we’re committed to 
making it easy and affordable to get you on the right 
track toward a successful future — helping you budget 
and meet your financial goals.

67-year-old retiring 
As your retirement plan provider, we’re committed to 
giving you the guidance and support you need to make 
wise decisions on how to live with confidence on your 
hard-earned retirement savings.

Plan sponsor: Administrator  
As your retirement plan provider, we’re committed 
to helping reduce administrative costs — and 
burden — while providing your employees access to the 
support, investment options and answers they need to 
stay on track toward a successful retirement.

Plan sponsor: CFO 
As a retirement plan provider, we’ve spent over 90 
years finding ways to help our clients not only fulfill their 
fiduciary responsibilities, but realize a return on their 
investment of time, money and trust in an employee 
benefits program.

Consultant 
As a provider with a client retention rate of 98%, we are 
committed to ensuring your clients realize the greatest 
return on their retirement plan investment — with 
a streamlined retirement plan platform, simplified 
administration and one price for all-inclusive 
recordkeeping services.

Financial well-being speaks to  
a broad range of audiences.

In one way or another, every 
one of our audiences cares 
about financial well-being. If 
not for themselves, for their 
employees, clients, institutions 
or beneficiaries. Ultimately, the 
concept of financial well-being 
needs to appeal to every one of 
these audiences:
 
Individual audiences 
Prospects, dollar stretchers, life builders,  
accumulators, transitioners, established,  
wealth management, beneficiaries

Institutional audiences 
HR staff, plan administrators, CFOs, board members, 
executives, third-party advisors, investment advisors, 
consultants, broker-dealers, media organizations

Internal audiences 
Current employees, prospective employees,  
senior leaders, board members, managers

Financial well-being  
for a B2B2C audience

For business-to-consumer communications, 
financial well-being is a fairly straightforward 
concept. But as a business-to-business-to-
consumer organization, we need to be keenly 
aware of how to communicate the end benefit 
of financial well-being through an intermediated 
relationship. Typically, this means articulating 
the point that our institutional clients can rely on 
having a partner that will guide their employees 
toward a secure financial future. In addition, our 
institutional audiences may consider financial 
well-being to be getting a favorable return on 
the investment they make in their retirement 
plan, feeling secure in fulfilling their fiduciary 
obligations or simply paying less in fees.
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Articulating financial well-being 

Financial well-being and Vision 2020

The concept of financial well-being is integrally tied to 
our Vision 2020 business strategy.

Vision 2020 guides our company’s growth through the 
next decade by expanding our services to customers, 
while maintaining and strengthening our position as a 
leading provider of institutional financial solutions.

Financial well-being represents our promise to deliver 
solutions that extend beyond retirement to positively 
affect every aspect of a customer’s financial life. 

A few simple points about  
financial well-being

We can’t show our audiences that we help promote 
financial well-being if we don’t inspire a sense of  
well-being when they read our copy. That means:

 § Keeping things simple

 § Getting right to the heart of the matter

 § Focusing on solutions, not products

 § Avoiding jargon and confusing acronyms

 § Not saying more than we have to
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Why voice matters

Our brand voice doesn’t exist in a vacuum. It’s linked to 
our brand personality attributes — the human attributes 
that define who our brand is and how it behaves. These, 
in turn, are connected to the objectives that guide every 
aspect of our business operations.

In brief

Each of our brand personality attributes is connected to how we act as 
a business and what we say when we communicate to our audiences.

In creating effective messages, we need to combine the emotional 
with the rational to reach the hearts and minds of our audiences.

That means we say what we do and we do what we say. 
Every time we speak to our audience, we’re making a 
promise to follow up our words with actions.

Be substantive, measured and 
thoughtful

Acknowledge the needs of
 

our clients

Say it as it is

Focus on opportunities

Speak directly and 
concretely

Use concise, actionable
language

Who we are What we do How we speak
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Why voice matters

Creating compelling messages

The most effective communication efforts never rely 
solely on the rational to make their case. Nor do 
they focus exclusively on the emotional. By using a 
combination of the two, we can create the kinds of 
messages that truly reach the hearts and minds of our 
audience.

The TIAA-CREF brand gives you the tools to do just that. 
Our brand strengths and brand personality attributes 
have been designed to work together to form a  
complete rational/emotional picture of who we are  
and what we do.

What we want our audience
to believe

Brand personality attributes

Brand voice

Why they should 
believe it

Brand strengths

Brand strategy

Effective messages

Emotional Rational
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Our brand personality: An overview

We’ve developed a personality for our brand during the 
90 years we’ve been serving the financial needs of 
others. It’s a personality unlike any of our competitors. 
To be able to reflect this personality effectively in every 
contact we have with every one of our audiences, we 
need to distill the essence of who we are down to 
several fundamental traits.

The following six brand personality attributes 
encapsulate our personality.

• Wise

• Caring

• Trustworthy

• Optimistic

• Confident

• Straightforward

In brief

Our six brand personality attributes encapsulate our brand personality: 
wise, caring, trustworthy, optimistic, confident, straightforward.

Different brand personality attributes are emphasized in different 
applications depending on factors such as audience, subject matter, 
medium and timing.

For a transactional letter...

For an instructional video...

Straightforward          Trustworthy  

  

Straightforward       Trustworthy        Caring

A balancing act

Our six personality attributes always coexist and 
everything we write must remain true to all of them. 
That doesn’t mean we always exhibit them all 
equally. Numerous factors affect which personality 
attributes take the lead in any given piece of 
communication — from audience to subject matter to 
medium to timing.

For example, a transactional letter might primarily reflect 
our straightforward and trustworthy nature.

The other four personality attributes aren’t absent from 
the communication — they simply play a supporting role 
in a letter of this nature.

A web video about how to start saving for a child’s 
college education might stress the wise, confident  
and optimistic aspects of our personality. The other 
three attributes still can come across, however, in our 
choice of voiceover talent, imagery, word choice,  
music and tone.
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Our brand personality: WISE

What does it mean to be WISE?

Wisdom is an essential characteristic for those who 
provide financial guidance. That’s why in every piece of 
copy we write, we must show — not just say — we have 
the insight and experience to lead the way to financial 
well-being.

Showing wisdom: Intelligence in action

Wisdom is not simply knowledge. It’s not just 
experience. Wisdom is a combination of knowledge and 
experience that is applied to a situation. So showing 
our wisdom means giving applicable information that is 
relevant to our customers’ situations. Here’s an example 
of saying and showing our wisdom:

Saying we’re wise: “Pre-tax contributions can make 
saving for the future more affordable.”

Showing we’re wise: “If you’re in the 15% tax bracket, 
every $100 you contribute to your retirement plan will 
only take $85 out of your paycheck.”

In brief

Being wise means we demonstrate that we have the insight and 
experience to lead the way to financial well-being. A wise voice exudes 
experience, foresight, insight, intelligence, clarity and pragmatism.

Wise is 

Experienced 
Foresighted 
Insightful 
Witty 
Factual 
Enduring 
Clear 
Intelligent 
Practical 
Guiding

Wise is not

Frivolous 
Hindsighted 
Myopic 
Silly 
Implausible 
Trendy 
Confusing 
Condescending 
Didactic 
Paternalistic
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Our brand personality: WISE

“Using multiple asset classes and 
investment styles helps reduce volatility, 
increase returns and manage risk of the 
Lifecycle Funds’ glidepath.”

Off-brand

X Confusing — uses jargon (“glidepath”)

X Didactic — not tied to a clear, compelling end-benefit

The above, rewritten to be on-brand:

“Lifecycle Funds are well-diversified  
and use an investment style that  
helps you realize returns while 
progressively reducing risk as you 
approach retirement.”

On-brand

√ Clear — avoids jargon

√ Practical — shows an obvious end benefit

“Our risk management organization sets 
clear limits on TIAA-CREF’s investment 
portfolios in every asset class, ensuring 
that investment portfolios stay true to 
their investment goals and benchmarks 
while seeking to outperform the market 
over time. It is this risk management 
process that has limited our exposure to 
subprime mortgage investments during 
the credit crunch that began in 2007.”

On-brand

√ Experienced — exemplifies our worldly-wise outlook  
on risk

√ Foresighted — shows that the lessons of the past are 
used to safeguard the future

√ Practical — ties to real-world objectives

How do we write WISE?

“We believe the only way to compete in 
the markets is to think ahead of them.”

On-brand

√ Foresighted — looks to the future

√ Experienced — speaks with implicit proficiency

√ Savvy — articulates a shrewd, practical maxim

“During a one-on-one counseling session, 
a consultant will help you determine if 
you’re saving enough for retirement and 
create an investment portfolio that fits 
your personal situation and needs.”

On-brand

√ Practical — explains what the outcome of the session 
will be

√ Guiding — states the means by which the portfolio will 
be created

√ Clear — avoids jargon and empty rhetoric
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Our brand personality: CARING

In brief

Being caring means we demonstrate that we are listening to our 
customers’ needs and responding appropriately to them. When 
writing in a caring voice, we must communicate understanding, 
warmth, empathy, hope and approachability while avoiding sounding 
inauthentic or contrived.

What does it mean to be CARING?

“Caring” is not a word people often associate with the 
financial services industry. Unless, of course, they’re 
thinking about us. With an abundance of humanity, 
patience, great service and a keenly developed ability to 
listen, TIAA-CREF stands apart in our industry. When we 
communicate to our audiences, we need to prove that 
we’re right here for them — whether they need specific 
investment advice or just a sympathetic ear.

Showing caring: Avoid the inauthentic

If we want to convey our caring in a believable way, we 
need to be wary of coming across with either false 
empathy or over-the-top emotion. If we push too far, our 
customers won’t be convinced.

False empathy: “We understand what it’s like to face the 
kind of tough financial challenges that arise when you 
lose your job.”

Over-the-top emotion: “We can’t begin to express how 
much we appreciate your business. Customers like you 
are why we love helping people achieve their financial 
dreams.”

Caring is

Understanding 
Warm 
Responsive 
Navigable 
Service-oriented 
Hopeful 
Helpful 
Customer-driven 
Empathetic 
Reassuring 
Approachable

Caring is not

Insensitive 
Clinical 
Unheeding 
Complicated 
Self-serving 
Fear-based 
Irrelevant 
Product-driven 
Critical 
Doubtful 
Aloof
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Our brand personality: CARING

“We are writing in regard to the death  
of John Q. Smith, who held TIAA-CREF  
Life Insurance Policy number 45611902.  
Please submit the following papers as 
soon as possible:”

Off-brand

X Clinical — lacks empathy

X Aloof — doesn’t acknowledge customer’s loss

X Self-serving — is focused more on paperwork than on 
the customer’s needs

The above, rewritten to be on-brand:

“I am sorry to learn of the death of your 
husband, John Smith. Please accept my 
sincere condolences on your loss. I will  
be doing everything I can to pay your 
claim quickly, without burdening you  
with excessive paperwork during this 
difficult time.”

On-brand

√ Warm — expresses emotion in an appropriate manner

√ Helpful — promises to help reduce the customer’s 
burden

√ Empathetic — shows an understanding of the 
customer’s emotional state

“We know that making decisions 
about life insurance can feel stressful 
sometimes. We want to help make  
sure it isn’t.”

On-brand

√ Understanding — acknowledges the customer’s 
mindset and concerns

√ Reassuring — promises to alleviate pain point

√ Warm — promises a positive emotional end-benefit

How do we write CARING?

“We’ll take the time to make sure 
you have everything you need to feel 
confident about opening and managing 
your ScholarShare College Savings Plan.”

On-brand

√ Helpful — promises a clear benefit

√ Reassuring — uses a calm and positive tone

√ Collaborative — demonstrates an interest in working 
with the customer

“Our consultants’ primary role is to 
answer your questions — no matter what 
they’re about; no matter how many you 
have.”

On-brand

√ Responsive — reassures our audience that we’re here 
to address their needs

√ Service-oriented — demonstrates that our consultants 
are focused on customers

√ Patient — shows that we will take the time to answer 
any and all questions
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Our brand personality: TRUSTWORTHY

In brief

Being trustworthy means we demonstrate the ways in which we 
earn our customers’ trust. Writing in a trustworthy voice involves 
communicating honestly, concisely, accurately, simply and realistically.

To preserve the trust our customers place in us, we need to write 
simply, clearly and in an active voice.

While writing in a trustworthy voice, be careful not to emphasize  
the negatives.

What does it mean to be TRUSTWORTHY?

At the heart of what we do, we’re asking people to 
entrust more than their money to us. We’re asking them 
to appoint us as executors of their hopes, dreams and 
future happiness. That’s a lot to ask. Because trust 
can only be earned, we need to give every one of our 
customers a reason — or better yet, many reasons — to 
place the weight of their financial lives on our 
shoulders. The best way to do that is to make certain 
we communicate without secrets, without double-talk, 
without obfuscation. Instead, everything we write should 
be authentic, honest, transparent and realistic.

Showing trustworthy: Mind the negatives

Being trustworthy doesn’t mean we have to emphasize 
bad news in every communication. We can be fully 
transparent while not scaring our customers off. 
Consider these two variations on the same sentence:

Leading with negative: “For an additional fee, our 
Portfolio Advisor Program can help make managing your 
portfolio a lot less challenging by handling all ongoing 
investment decisions — like investment selection, asset 
allocation, and rebalancing — on your behalf.”

Leading with positive: “Our Portfolio Advisor Program 
can help make managing your portfolio a lot easier 
by handling all ongoing investment decisions — like 
investment selection, asset allocation, and 
rebalancing — on your behalf for an additional fee.”

Trustworthy is

Honest 
Accurate 
Upfront 
Transparent 
Authoritative 
Simple 
Declarative 
Active 
Plain-speaking 
Concise 
Accountable 
Realistic

Trustworthy is not

Deceitful 
Inaccurate 
Evasive 
Opaque 
Vague 
Complicated 
Meandering 
Passive 
Slick 
Verbose 
Over-apologetic 
Overblown
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Our brand personality: TRUSTWORTHY

Preserving trust

If we want our audience to place their trust in us, we 
must always be transparent in our use of language. 
Three of the best ways to gain our readers’ trust include:

Using plain speak — Use understandable terms. When 
we use jargon, it sounds like we have something to hide.

Writing it out — Don’t rely on acronyms. More often than 
not, acronyms are just meaningless jumbles of letters to 
our audiences. They’re unlikely to trust what they don’t 
recognize.

Maintaining an active voice — Active voice feels more 
honest — as if we’re always willing to take responsibility 
for the action we’re describing.
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Our brand personality: TRUSTWORTHY

“As the industry’s leading not-for-
profit provider, TIAA-CREF’s impeccable 
reputation is based on the uncommon 
degree of trust you place in us.”

Off-brand

X Vague — offers no support

X Slick — comes across as all style with no substance

X Overblown — sounds arrogant

The above, rewritten to be on-brand:

“TIAA-CREF has worked hard for over 90 
years to earn top ratings from a wide 
range of industry groups — and the trust 
of millions of customers.”

On-brand

√ Authoritative — backed up by fact

√ Plain-speaking — doesn’t hide behind rhetoric

√ Realistic — avoids overstatement

“Every one of our associates is obligated 
to sign, understand and follow our Code 
of Business Conduct. This Code helps 
ensure that TIAA-CREF employees remain 
fully accountable to our clients.”

On-brand

√ Transparent — offers a view into our internal world

√ Plain-speaking — doesn’t hide behind buzzwords

√ Responsible — demonstrates that we are obligated to 
act in a responsible way

How do we write TRUSTWORTHY?

“The healthcare industry has placed 
their trust in us, allowing us to manage 
approximately $22 billion of retirement 
assets.”

On-brand

√ Substantiated — uses actual figures

√ Declarative — states the facts plainly

√ Accurate — doesn’t use soft, subjective measures of 
our trustworthiness

“TIAA as an insurance company has 
received among the highest ratings for 
our stability, claims-paying ability and 
overall financial strength from all four 
major insurance rating agencies.”

On-brand

√ Accurate — mentions specific rating agencies

√ Substantiated — uses recognized authorities’ 
assessments as proof points

√ Direct — plainly states facts
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Our brand personality: OPTIMISTIC

What does it mean to be OPTIMISTIC?

Optimism is the belief that everyone can take positive, 
meaningful steps toward financial well-being. This 
optimism is inherent to our business and always needs 
to be a part of the brand experience we create for our 
customers.

In brief

Being optimistic means we express to our customers our belief that 
they can take positive steps toward financial well-being, whatever 
their situation. Being optimistic involves writing in a voice that is 
active, supportive, positive and truthful.

Be aware that excessive optimism can undermine trust, so always be 
realistic with our customers.

Showing optimistic: Don’t erode their trust

Optimism and trust. They’re both integral to our brand 
personality. But they can occasionally find themselves 
at odds in our copy. One maxim to keep in mind as you 
write:

Excessive optimism can undermine trust.

Be realistic with our customers. There’s only so far we 
can push our optimism before we seem out of touch 
with reality — or, even worse, dishonest.

Over-optimistic: “No matter what your situation or 
income, you can achieve your retirement goals simply by 
making a commitment to save.”

Appropriately optimistic: “Starting right now will give 
you more time to build up your retirement savings 
assets. And the more time you have to save, the better.”

Optimistic is

Active 
Supportive 
Realistic 
Pragmatic 
Positive 
Confident 
Truthful 
Visionary 
Long-term 
About possibilities

Optimistic is not

Passive 
Pressuring 
Sensationalist 
Unattainable 
Negative 
Uncertain 
Promissory 
Short-sighted 
Panicked 
About impediments
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Our brand personality: OPTIMISTIC

“Many Americans might be losing faith 
in their ability to retire early, but early 
retirement could still be within reach for 
some — if they’re willing to take on extra 
work during their full-time working years.”

Off-brand

X Negative

X Uncertain

X About impediments

The above, rewritten to be on-brand:

“With a little extra work and some 
creative thinking, you can still make a plan 
to retire how you want, when you want.”

On-brand

√ Positive — offers a solution to attain the desired goal

√ Truthful — admits some additional effort may be required

√ About possibilities — focuses on the ways to reach the 
goal, not what stands in its way

“Not only have we achieved an average 
ENERGY STAR rating of 80 across our 
entire real estate portfolio, but we 
are committed to reducing energy 
consumption in 40 million square feet by 
an additional 20% by 2020 as part of the 
President’s Better Building Challenge.”

On-brand

√ Visionary — describes an innovative approach to real 
estate strategy

√ Long-term — looks forward to making a difference 
years from now

√ Confident — embraces our result and our ambitions  
for the future

How do we write OPTIMISTIC?

“We have made great strides together 
and are well-positioned for success in 
2012 and beyond. As we move forward, 
we will continue to seek new ways and 
new technologies to improve the services 
we provide to our clients.”

On-brand

√ Active — describes what steps will be taken

√ Solution-oriented — keeps an end goal in mind

√ Long-term — looks beyond the present

“Living — and saving — longer.”

On-brand

√ Positive — delivers an upbeat message

√ Confident — doesn’t qualify the statement

√ Long-term — focused on the future
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Our brand personality: CONFIDENT

What does it mean to be CONFIDENT?

By projecting confidence, we’re sending a clear signal 
to customers that we believe in our own ability to help 
them on the path toward financial well-being. When 
we speak, it should be with the force of 90 years’ 
experience behind us — but without a hint of arrogance 
or complacency.

In brief

Being confident means letting our customers know we believe in our 
ability to help them on the path to financial well-being. When writing 
confidently, we are direct, sincere, concise, concrete, authoritative  
and modest.

Avoid using passive voice as it lends an air of uncertainty and 
weakness to our writing.

Showing confident: Avoiding passive voice

By speaking in an active voice we project confidence. A 
passive voice feels far weaker and more uncertain as it 
takes us out of the action we’re describing. There’s no 
way to sound confident when you are absent from the 
statement you make.

Consider this example of passive voice:

Passive: “Mistakes were made when your recent 
contribution wasn’t credited to your account. Steps  
were taken to remedy the situation.”

Active: “We mistakenly failed to credit your recent 
contribution to your account. We immediately identified 
the cause of the error and have taken steps to ensure  
it won’t happen again.”

Confident is

Direct 
Earnest 
Sincere 
Decisive 
Responsible 
Measured 
Concise 
Concrete 
Specific 
Authoritative 
Modest

Confident is not

Circuitous 
Empty 
Posturing 
Wishy-washy 
Defensive 
Frantic 
Over-written 
Fluffy 
Vague 
Bossy 
Boastful
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Our brand personality: CONFIDENT

“We are confident that selecting TIAA-
CREF as the retirement plan provider for 
your clients is a wise decision.”

Off-brand

X Boastful — feels ego-centric

X Posturing — provides no substance to support claim

X Presumptuous — assumes we will be chosen

The above, rewritten to be on-brand:

“Selecting TIAA-CREF as the retirement 
plan provider for your clients is a wise 
decision — we have a proven track record 
for enhancing engagement, participation 
and contribution rates in over 87% of our 
plan sponsors within the first year.”

On-brand

√ Specific — shows why selecting us is a wise move

√ Concrete — uses facts to support our claim

“The Enterprise Risk Management Division 
assists the entire organization with 
developing broad-based risk parameters 
and guidelines and then assessing every 
opportunity against those risks. This 
helps us avoid unnecessary risk while, at 
the same time, enabling us to uncover 
new opportunities for growth.”

On-brand

√ Decisive — makes its point without qualification

√ Outcome-focused — focuses on the end-benefit

√ Authoritative — demonstrates a firm grasp of the 
subject matter

How do we write CONFIDENT?

“Being disciplined isn’t a fad. Managing 
risk is not something new. Bottom-up 
fundamental and quantitative research 
are not the latest catch phrases. These are 
smart, effective processes we’ve based 
our organization on from the beginning.”

On-brand

√ Decisive — doesn’t over-qualify or apologize

√ Concrete — describes in real terms our approach to 
investing

√ Authoritative — espouses rock-solid investment 
principles

“Our long history of relationships with 
the people we serve enables us to find the 
solutions that fit their needs. And we do 
it in a way that showcases our strengths 
while demonstrating our responsiveness 
to their unique financial situations.”

On-brand

√ Sincere — describes relationship-based approach

√ Strong — articulates our competencies

√ Modest — centered on customers, not ourselves
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Our brand personality: STRAIGHTFORWARD

In brief

Being straightforward means we don’t make our customers work hard 
to understand a simple point. When writing in a straightforward manner, 
we should be clear, concise, deliberate, audience-specific and simple.

Content simplification is key in effective financial writing, allowing all 
of our audiences to have equal access to our knowledge.

Overly verbose copy shows a lack of mastery of your subject matter, 
so keep it concise.

What does it mean to be STRAIGHTFORWARD?

Nobody likes to work hard to understand a simple point. 
Our customers are no different. We don’t want to have 
to work hard to understand us. For this reason, jargon, 
verbosity, inaccuracy, excessive clauses and convolution 
all stand in the way of effectively communicating to any 
of our audiences.

Showing straightforward: 
A model for simplification

Simplicity and clarity is at the heart of all truly effective 
financial writing. We should always strive to present 
information in terms every one of our audience members 
can understand. After all, giving everyone equal access 
to our knowledge is part of how we serve our customers. 
A good example of straightforward writing is The Wall 
Street Journal. It avoids jargon and defines terms that 
lay readers may not understand, demonstrating that 
clear and simple writing doesn’t mean “dumbed down.”

Say more with less

Get right to the point. Rambling prose or over-sharing 
can indicate a lack of mastery of your subject matter. 
If you are confident in your knowledge you have the 
ability to strip away extraneous verbiage and clearly and 
concisely express your ideas.

Too much information: “You can adjust your withholding 
by completing and submitting a new federal W-4 form, 
a document that indicates your current tax situation 
(including whether you’re married or have children and 
your projected itemized deductions for the current tax 
year, among other items) and helps your employer 
determine the correct amount of tax to withhold from 
your paycheck.”

Straightforward: “You can change your tax withholding 
using a W-4 form.”

Straightforward is

Clear 
Concise 
Conversational 
Human 
Engaging 
Simple 
Deliberate 
Audience-specific 
Declarative 
Transparent 
Scannable

Straightforward is not

Jargony 
Long-winded 
Overly technical 
Flowery 
Dry 
Simplistic 
Careless 
Generic 
Hesitant 
Inaccurate 
Dense
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Our brand personality: STRAIGHTFORWARD

“In our commitment to keeping costs 
low, we use fund inflows and outflows to 
achieve our regular rebalancing as much 
as possible.”

Off-brand

X Jargon-laden — uses words that are unlikely to 
resonate with customers

X Overly technical — provides more detail than is 
necessary

X Dry — doesn’t try to engage the reader

The above, rewritten to be on-brand:

“Lifecycle Funds are well-diversified 
and use an investment style that helps 
you realize returns while progressively 
reducing risk as you approach 
retirement.”

On-brand

√ Clear — avoids jargon

√ Practical — shows an obvious end benefit

“Low fees mean that more of your money 
goes toward retirement savings.”

On-brand

√ Human — explains the benefit to the customer in 
familiar terms

√ Concise — avoids getting into the technical aspects of 
fees

√ Clear — states our point simply and directly

How do we write STRAIGHTFORWARD?

“It’s important to organize the documents 
left behind after a loved one dies. 
You may be tempted to throw things 
out in hope of making the task less 
overwhelming. Don’t.”

On-brand

√ Concise — gets right to the point

√ Declarative — doesn’t shy away from difficult  
subject matter

√ Simple — uses uncomplicated language

“Why log in before using the Asset 
Allocation Evaluator? We’ll provide a 
customized list of investment choices 
from which you can build your portfolio.”

On-brand

√ Immediate — explains exactly what the forthcoming 
result will be

√ Conversational — uses a simple question and answer 
structure

√ Simple — doesn’t muddy the water with unnecessary 
details
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To whom are we speaking? An overview

A multitude of faces

Our audience is anything but homogeneous. Our 
individual, institutional and internal audiences all have 
distinct needs, motivators and pain points. It would be 
a mistake to address them all in an identical manner. 
As you can see below, there are vast differences even 
within categories of audiences. After all, the concerns of 
a prospective wealth management customer are likely 
worlds away from those of a “Dollar Stretcher.”

One voice. Many tones.

Despite speaking to many different audiences, it’s 
crucial that we always maintain our singular brand voice. 
TIAA-CREF must always communicate the attributes of 
WISE, CARING, TRUSTWORTHY, OPTIMISTIC, CONFIDENT 
and STRAIGHTFORWARD. What does change, however, is 
our tone of voice. That is, the degree to which we dial up 
or dial down any particular brand personality trait to fit 
the audience we’re addressing.

In brief

We communicate with a diverse array of individual, institutional and 
internal audiences, each with a unique set of needs, but no matter the 
audience, our writing must always reflect our brand voice.

Specific circumstances affect how we speak to our audiences, so 
always be aware of the factor that may influence your audiences 
mindset and receptivity to your message.

A little common sense

In the pages that follow, you’ll find guidelines for speaking 
with all of our audiences. While it’s helpful to understand 
the general mindset of each type of audience, don’t forget 
to carefully consider the communication objective of 
your assignment. For example, speaking to the CFO of a 
company with an 88% participation rate is a very different 
matter than speaking to the CFO of a company that is 
struggling to get a third of its employees to enroll.

Individual audiences Institutional audiences Internal audiences

Prospects
Dollar stretchers
Life builders
Accumulators
Transitioners
Established
Wealth management
Beneficiaries

Institutional
HR staff
Plan administrators
CFOs
Board members
Executives

Intermediaries
Third-party advisors
Investment advisors
Consultants
Broker-dealers

Media
Media Organizations

Current employees
Prospective employees
Senior leaders
Board members
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To whom are we speaking? Individual audiences

Every individual audience comprises a wide range 
of distinct sub-groups. Be sure to take the time to 
understand each audience’s perspective on financial 
well-being, needs and most relevant brand personality 
attributes.

In brief

To our individual audiences, financial well-being tends to involve  
goals that involve themselves or their loved ones. These goals, in turn, 
influence which brand personality attributes we emphasize in any 
given message.

Prospects may have little knowledge of our organization — when writing 
to them, it’s always a good idea to stress our trustworthy nature.
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Individual audiences

Financial well-being may mean… Needs
Most relevant brand  
personality attributes

Dollar stretchers No longer living paycheck-to-paycheck; having enough 
to start saving for a goal; not having to worry about 
bouncing checks

A guiding hand to help them see beyond the everyday 
and envision an inviting future

Optimistic 
Caring

Life builders Building the life they’ve always envisioned; buying a 
home; saving for children’s education

Someone they can trust to help navigate the path  
from today’s income to a successful tomorrow

Trustworthy 
Optimistic

Accumulators Making sense of their increasingly complex financial 
lives; finding the time to make the most of a healthy 
income

Good advice from someone who can help them 
navigate through their unique challenges

Wise 
Straightforward

Transitioners Making the leap from saving for retirement to living  
in it; being able to stop worrying about whether  
they’ve saved enough

A clear, simple path toward retirement and a  
drawdown strategy that can help them make their 
money last

Straightforward 
Optimistic 
Caring

Established Making their money last in retirement;  
leaving a legacy for their family

An effective drawdown strategy and estate plan Confident 
Wise 
Caring

Wealth management 
customers

Building on their wealth; doing something to  
help others

Someone who can help them make the most of 
opportunities

Confident 
Optimistic

Beneficiaries Picking up the pieces of their financial life;  
finding stability after losing a loved one

Someone to help them figure out how to use  
assets they’ve inherited

Caring 
Straightforward

To whom are we speaking? Individual audiences
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To whom are we speaking? Individual audiences

Examples of writing for individuals

Dollar stretchers

“Saving for tomorrow when money is tight 
can feel pretty daunting. But if you start 
with a budget, you’ll see exactly where 
your money is going — and you’ll probably 
find some opportunities to save.”

Life builders

“Buying a home. Saving for a college 
education. Raising a family. There are a 
lot of demands on your money. But when 
you’re ready to talk about how to make it 
work toward the future you want, we’ll be 
right here waiting to help.”

Accumulators

“Finding the right way to make the 
most of your money isn’t always easy. 
Fortunately, finding the right guidance 
is. A TIAA-CREF consultant can help you 
clearly define your goals. And plot a 
course toward reaching them.”

Transitioners

“Life after work is calling. With a little 
support from your TIAA-CREF advisor,  
you can make the move into retirement 
with confidence.”

Established

“Creating an effective distribution plan 
can not only help you live the life you 
want in retirement, but also leave a legacy 
for your family or favorite charity.”

Wealth management

“Your dedicated Wealth Management 
team is focused solely on your best 
interests, using a systematic approach  
to building a concrete and attainable  
plan for reaching your long-term  
financial goals.”

Beneficiaries

“Losing a family member or friend 
is one of life’s hardest blows. Yet 
even during the emotional turmoil 
that follows someone’s death, 
there are important — sometimes 
urgent — decisions to make.”

How to speak to prospects.

Prospects — including future prospects, 
prospective employees and non-participant 
employees — may fall into any of the above sub-
groups. Since they may have very little knowledge 
of the TIAA-CREF organization, emphasizing our 
TRUSTWORTHY nature is always a good idea.
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To whom are we speaking? Institutional audiences

It’s important to remember that members of our 
business audiences share many of the same underlying 
emotional triggers with our individual audiences. 
While their primary concerns and rational levers may 
differ from those of individuals, our brand personality 
attributes are still perfectly relevant to the institutional 
customers.

In brief

Our institutional audiences tend to be focused on matters that 
directly affect their institutions or employees, yet they share many 
underlying emotional triggers with individual audiences — which 
makes our brand personality attributes just as relevant.
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To whom are we speaking? Institutional audiences

Institutional audiences

Care about… Need…
Most relevant brand  
personality attributes

HR Staff Employees’ happiness and well-being To attract, engage and retain  
the best and brightest

Caring 
Optimistic

Plan Administrators Reducing administrative burden To get the kind of support that can help them do  
their jobs with greater efficiency and less hassle

Straightforward 
Confident

CFOs The bottom line and their fiduciary responsibility To know that they’re making the right investment  
in the right plan provider

Confident 
Straightforward 
Trustworthy

Board Members Performance To know they’re getting a return on their  
investment in a plan provider

Confident 
Straightforward 
Trustworthy

Executives The strength, performance and retention  
of their employees

To feel confident that they are able to offer  
employees solutions for their financial needs

Confident 
Optimistic

Third-Party Advisors Helping participants reach their financial goals To feel confident they have adequate  
investment options and resources

Confident 
Caring 
Trustworthy

Investment advisors Providing the best possible solutions for  
their clients

To have access to the best products and  
services available

Wise 
Optimistic

Consultants Recommending solutions that best meet  
prospective plan sponsors’ needs

To understand the benefits and differentiators  
of plan providers

Straightforward 
Trustworthy 
Wise 
Confident

Broker-dealers Being able to provide advisors with  
high-quality products

To feel confident that adding TIAA-CREF  
products to their platform will effectively serve 
customer needs

Straightforward 
Trustworthy 
Confident
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To whom are we speaking? Institutional audiences

Examples of writing for institutions

HR staff

“Objective investment advice based on 
employees’ individual needs (including life 
stage and career stage) is the cornerstone 
of our suite of advice services. Because 
we understand that every one of your 
employees has his or her own dreams of 
retirement.”

Plan administrators

“Our goals are the same as yours: to 
implement best practices solutions that 
make your job easier and prepare your 
employees for retirement security. The 
way we do this is by knowing your plans, 
your objectives and your employees’ 
objectives — inside and out.”

CFOs

“Making a prudent choice in selecting 
and monitoring investment options for 
plan assets is a critical aspect of your 
job. To help you do just that, we provide 
an array of services that are specifically 
designed to help plan sponsors meet 
their investment-related fiduciary 
responsibilities.”

Board members

“We are committed not only to meeting 
participants’ needs, but to ensuring our 
plan sponsors can feel truly confident 
that they have chosen the most 
appropriate retirement plan provider to 
meet their organization’s fiscal goals and 
fiduciary requirements.”

Executives

“Our suite of communication and 
education programs, coupled with 
our integrated advice and planning 
services, wealth management, regulatory 
notification services and online tools, 
provide a full range of value-add services 
to help you maximize the value of your 
employee benefits.”

Third-party advisors

“To help you better serve participants 
at all stages of their lives, our open 
architecture platform with access to any 
NSCC-traded fund, gives you access to 
an extensive array of generally low-cost 
investment options suitable for both 
the accumulation and payout phases of 
retirement planning.”

Investment advisors

“Your clients count on you for effective 
solutions to help them meet their long-
term financial goals. And you can count 
on us to give you the products, service 
and support you need to exceed your 
clients’ expectations.”

Consultants

“Our stability, claims-paying ability and 
overall financial strength make TIAA one 
of only three insurance groups in the 
United States to hold the highest ratings 
currently awarded from all four leading 
independent insurance industry ratings 
agencies.”

Broker-dealers

“With active involvement in socially 
responsible investments, such as energy-
efficient commercial real estate and 
sustainably managed farmlands, TIAA-
CREF’s Asset Management approach 
matches innovative investing with a 
historical commitment to serve.”
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To whom are we speaking? Internal audiences

Maintaining the correct voice when communicating with 
those who are part of the TIAA-CREF family is important 
in using and reinforcing our new brand voice. All internal 
communications—broadcast emails, memos, training 
materials, benefits information, intranet pages —should 
exemplify the TIAA-CREF brand.

In brief

Using and reinforcing our brand voice with internal audiences is a 
critical part of ensuring that our brand personality truly permeates  
our organization along with everything we do.
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To whom are we speaking? Internal audiences

Examples of writing for internal audiences

“Each year, TIAA-CREF provides its 
employees with a training curriculum 
that reinforces our vital role in mitigating 
information, workplace, reputational 
and security risks. This year’s courses 
support our commitment to protecting 
and serving our clients, protecting our 
company’s reputation and meeting our 
regulatory requirements.”

On-brand

√ Wise — practical, foresighted

√ Trustworthy — transparent, upfront

“It’s important to remember that we are all 
representatives of TIAA-CREF and our work 
attire should reflect the professionalism, 
expertise and sincerity with which we wish 
to inspire our customers. Remember, this 
can directly affect our business, as we 
frequently host clients and prospective 
clients in our offices.”

On-brand

√ Caring — customer-driven, service-oriented

√ Confident — sincere, concrete

“Together we carry the responsibility of 
making our customers our first priority. We 
are committed to building better outcomes 
for our institutions. To understanding what 
financial well-being means to each of our 
consumers at every stage of their lives. And 
to being accountable to those we serve.”

On-brand

√ Trustworthy — declarative, accountable

√ Confident — authoritative, direct

“Private equity investments enable us 
to diversify investment portfolios and 
generate adequate long-term returns on 
behalf of the 3.7 million Americans relying 
on us to safeguard their retirement today 
and for decades to come.”

On-brand

√ Wise — practical, intelligent

√ Optimistic — long-term, confident

“Our success depends on the unwavering 
trust and respect of our customers. 
By holding ourselves to the highest 
standards of conduct and integrity, 
we’ll continue to support our mission of 
serving those who serve others.”

On-brand

√ Trustworthy — accountable, honest

√ Caring — responsive, service-oriented

“We care deeply about the physical, 
emotional and financial well-being of 
all TIAA-CREF employees. That’s why I 
encourage you to complete the activities 
required to receive your $150 wellness 
credit. Not only will you be doing 
something to improve your health,  
you’ll be improving your finances while 
you’re at it.”

 On-brand

√ Caring — helpful, approachable

√ Wise — practical, guiding
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Voice and medium

Material considerations

Just as our audience informs the tone of voice we 
use, the communication medium and nature of the 
messaging affect the way we speak. Here’s a quick 
overview of key considerations to keep in mind when 
writing for a variety of external, internal, marketing and 
transactional applications.

In brief

Medium and varying communication objectives affect our tone of 
voice. Stay mindful of how our audiences interact with the media and 
formats through which we speak.

Be sure to reiterate your calls-to-action and make them prominent, 
clear, concise, multi-channel and definitive.
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Voice and medium

One-to-One

 § Letters
 § Self-mailers
 § Emails

With one-to-one communications, it is critical to establish a connection with the reader from the 
outset. The copy should be personal, focused, highly relevant and easily scanned. A concise and 
easy-to-act-on call to action is indispensable. 

Mass Market

 § Print ads
 § Video/TV
 § Web banners
 § Posters

Mass market communications have only seconds to engage the audience. Since you typically 
don’t know where or when the reader will encounter these formats, it’s essential to be attention-
getting, concise, clear, resonant and to-the-point. 

Editorial

 § Articles
 § Newsletters
 § Public relations releases

Editorial communications give us the chance to showcase our wisdom. But be sure to keep it 
approachable, engaging and personable. Avoid being overly academic, arcane, stilted or long-
winded.

The importance of the call-to-action

If your goal is to have your reader take action,  
be sure to include a call-to-action that is:

 § Prominent

 § Clear

 § Concise

 § Multi-channel when possible  
(e.g., online, phone, mail)

 § Reiterated throughout the  
communication piece

 § Definitive

Never make your audience work hard to find  
out what to do next.
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Voice and medium

Long-Form

 § Collateral
 § Enrollment kits
 § Plan implementation materials
 § Fact sheets
 § White papers
 § Reports
 § RFP responses

Just because long-form communications give you more real estate, doesn’t mean you should 
necessarily use it. Don’t over-write, over-complicate or over-share. Be sure the story you tell is 
cohesive and engaging. 

Web

 § Landing pages
 § Websites

When writing for the web, inform but don’t overwhelm. Be short, concise and compelling. Keep 
links and topline information “above the fold” — that is, high enough on the page that no scrolling 
is required to see it. Make sure the information architecture and navigation complement your 
copy. Always give the reader a reason to click through to fulfill the desired marketing objective. 

Live/Online

 § Webinars
 § Speeches
 § Presentations
 § Brainshark presentations

When presenting live (or online), demonstrate our wisdom. Make the subject matter engaging. 
Show, don’t tell and remember that more words aren’t necessarily better.
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Voice and medium

Social Media

 § Twitter
 § Facebook
 § LinkedIn
 § MyRetirement.org

Even 140 characters can convey the essence of our brand. Be wise, relevant, concise. 
Responsiveness in this medium is key to building relationships. So listen and respond carefully. 

Transactional

 § Letters
 § Legal communications
 § Forms
 § Statements
 § Brochures

Transactional communications such as confirmations and notifications, enrollment forms, 
statements and plan highlights are often neglected opportunities to reinforce the brand voice 
with our clients. So keep the copy personable and engaging. Even a privacy policy can be 
an opportunity to let our clients know that we care about them and protecting their personal 
information.
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Creatively compliant

Communicating accurately, honestly and compellingly 
under the watchful eye of regulatory agencies is 
a serious concern for us. In the financial services 
sector, the legal bar is set higher and the compliance 
tolerances lower than in nearly any other industry. With 
the help of our colleagues in Compliance and Legal, 
however, the challenge of expressing benefit-oriented 
content that is both on-brand and FINRA-approvable can 
be a lot easier.

Context matters

Understand how the context of your copy can affect what 
you can and can’t say. A word or phrase that is perfectly 
acceptable in one situation may not be acceptable in 
another. For example, FINRA’s standards are far more 
rigid when it comes to product marketing. Be very 
sensitive to promissory or exaggerated language when 
writing about our products. If in doubt, don’t hesitate to 
work with Compliance and/or Legal — they’re here  
to help.

In brief

Collaborating with Compliance and Legal can help us find creative 
solutions to regulatory challenges. When in doubt, reach out to them.

Context affects compliance standards. Typically, FINRA is much more 
rigid when reviewing product-driven copy. So be extra careful about 
what you say when writing about products.

Disclosures represent an opportunity carry through key tenets of our 
brand voice. When written in clear, honest language, even disclosure 
can provide another reason for customers to put their trust in us.
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Creatively compliant

What follows are some examples of “compliantly 
challenged” copy. Once you understand the kinds 
of statements that raise FINRA red flags, you can 
proactively avoid them, giving the spirit and style of your 
copy a better chance to see the light of day.

Non-compliant copy

“Roll over to help  
simplify and improve  
your retirement security.”

Issue

FINRA felt that linking a specific product (rollover IRA)  
to the promise of improving “retirement security”  
was exaggerated, notwithstanding the use of the 
qualifier “help.”

Compliant version

“Roll over to simplify your savings and 
help improve your retirement readiness.”

 
 
 
 

Non-compliant copy

“We selected TIAA-CREF based on their 
ability to offer our employees high-
quality… investment options.”

Issue

Despite the fact that this copy was from a  
third-party testimonial, FINRA objects to the 
categorization of our products as “high-quality”  
without substantiation.

Compliant version

“’We selected TIAA-CREF based on their 
ability to offer our employees high-
quality… investment options’, 94% of 
which received a Morningstar overall rating 
of 3, 4 or 5 stars across all asset classes.”

A collaborative process

Whenever possible, open a dialogue with 
Compliance and Legal during the review 
process. It will give you a chance to discuss any 
outstanding concerns and find creative solutions 
together. Often you’ll find that once you start 
the conversation about specific FINRA concerns, 
what initially appeared to be an insurmountable 
obstacle may, in reality, be little more than a 
minor adjustment.
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Creatively compliant

A creative solution.

In this example, a simple asterisk that provides  
source information is a far more elegant solution to  
the compliance issue at hand.

Non-compliant copy

“TIAA-CREF has unmatched  
experience and depth of knowledge.”

Compliance-suggested revision

“TIAA-CREF has depth of experience 
and knowledge like no other financial 
organization.”

Preferred revision

“TIAA-CREF has unmatched  
experience and depth of knowledge.*”

*TIAA-CREF ranks first in total assets under 
management: LIMRA, Not-for-Profit Market Survey,  
fourth-quarter 2011 results.

The opportunity in disclosures

Just because they appear at the bottom of the 
page doesn’t mean disclosures aren’t subject to 
the same rules as body copy. Whenever possible, 
legal copy should be written with the same clear, 
honest and simple voice that defines the  
TIAA-CREF brand. It’s yet an opportunity to prove 
to our customers that we are an organization 
worth doing business with.

Questions about compliance or legal issues?

Email Firstname Lastname 
flastname@tiaa-cref.org for answers
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Tactical copy concerns

In brief

Sell solutions, not products.

Emphasize benefits, not features.

Write in the first- or second-person to make your copy more approachable.

Terminology is sometimes necessary; jargon never is.

Use acronyms carefully. Institutional audiences tend to be more  
knowledgeable about them than individual audiences.

Always try to lead with the main point.

Showing is a far more effective way to make our points than merely telling.

Avoid clichés.

Stay away from empty, meaningless and overused words and phrases.

Refrain from using passive voice, an apologetic tone, slick copy and puns.

Every word you write is an opportunity to uphold our 
brand voice. Which is why getting the details right on 
a tactical level is so crucial to creating copy that is 
uniquely and persuasively TIAA-CREF.
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Tactical copy concerns

Solutions, not products

Nobody says, “I could really use an annuity right about 
now.” They think in terms of their needs: “I’m really 
worried about having the income I need when I’m older.” 
So always write about the solutions to those needs.

On-brand: “We can help you reach your unique financial 
goals, whether you’re focused on a comfortable 
retirement, saving for college or providing protection for 
your loved ones.” (provides reassurance that we have 
solutions to your needs)

Off-brand: “We have a wide range of products, from 
mutual funds to 529 plans to annuities.” (provides only 
a list of products) 

Benefits, not features

Copy should always focus on the end benefit to the 
customer. Features should be used to substantiate the 
end benefit.

On-brand: “To help you worry less about micromanaging 
your portfolio, Lifecycle Funds automatically adjust 
as you approach retirement.” (describes end-
benefit — worrying less)

Off-brand: “Our glidepath is uniquely designed to 
maximize retirement accumulations, and to seek an 
extended period of income during retirement years.” 
(only talks about the glidepath design)

First-, Second- or Third-Person?

Writing in the first- and second-person makes us appear 
real, accessible and immediate in the eyes of our 
audiences. It also allows us to address them directly. On 
the other hand, writing in the third-person is indirect and 
aloof; it sets us apart from the reader.

On-brand: “If you’re looking for a more ‘hands-free’ way 
to invest in the future, consider our Lifecycle Funds. 
They automatically adjust to become more conservative 
as you approach retirement.” (speaks to “you” in a 
comfortable, approachable way)

Off-brand: “An investor who wants a more ‘hands-free’ 
way to invest in the future should consider TIAA-CREF’s 
Lifecycle Funds. They automatically adjust to become 
more conservative as investors approach retirement.” 
(aloof, referring only to “an investor,” never to the reader 
him/herself)

NOTE: Be careful when writing in second-person not 
to over-use the word “you.” It can make your copy feel 
overly folksy and too informal.

Keep it real

Our voice needs to be authentic, personable and 
approachable. Marketing buzzwords and empty 
clichés don’t ring true for the average reader. 
They make TIAA-CREF seem like a marketing 
organization, not a trusted financial leader. Avoid 
them and you’ll connect more effectively with your 
audience.
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Tactical copy concerns

Don’t bury the lead

Always be sure to lead with the point you want to make. 
Burying your ideas under extraneous verbiage simply 
forces the reader to work harder to understand what you 
need them to know.

On-brand: “The best strategy for reaching your long-term 
goals is to avoid trying to time the market.” (gets right to 
the point)

Off-brand: “Although some investors like to try their luck 
at timing the market, the best strategy for reaching your 
long-term savings goal is to avoid moving your money to 
follow the latest fad or chase the numbers.” (includes 
unnecessary information at the opening of the sentence) 

 Show, don’t tell

Certain words just don’t stand up on their own. Words 
like “experienced,” “trust,” and “expertise” mean 
nothing if you don’t back them up. Using concrete facts 
helps to shore up such terms gives the customer a 
reason to believe us.

On-brand: “Our experienced advisors, FINRA Series 7 
licensed with an average of over 17 years providing 
insightful financial advice, are here to help you manage 
your money more effectively.” (gives concrete reasons for 
readers to believe the claim)

Off-brand: ““Our experienced advisors are here to help 
you manage your money more effectively.” (vaguely 
states the claim)

Jargon versus terminology

In our business, sometimes terminology can’t be avoided. 
Jargon, however, must be. Jargon doesn’t resonate 
with customers — it merely confuses them. A confused 
customer is not likely to respond to your call-to-action.

On-brand: “By leaving a will, you can ensure that when 
you die, your assets go directly to your loved ones 
according to your wishes.” (uses terms anyone can 
understand)

Off-brand: “The assets of an intestate individual are 
likely to pass into probate before being disbursed to the 
surviving beneficiaries.” (uses highly technical words 
that the average reader won’t be familiar with) 

WTUA (When To Use Acronyms)

Acronyms can help simplify and streamline our 
copy — especially when used with audiences that 
understand them. But, used thoughtlessly, they can also 
render copy virtually unreadable since acronyms usually 
mean nothing to our customers. Be sure to use them 
carefully and explain them clearly.

On-brand: “The government’s tax cut extension may 
expire in 2013, which could mean some of your 
retirement plan participants may face slightly higher 
taxes in the coming year.” (speaks in full phrases)

Off-brand: “With the extension to EGTRRA’s provisions 
set to expire in 2013, the future tax implications for 
your company’s DC participants are uncertain.” (uses 
acronyms that some may not be familiar with)

Words and phrases to avoid

 § Leverage
 § Impact (as a verb)
 § Golden years
 § Utilize
 § Peace-of-mind
 § Proactive
 § Ideation
 § Vehicles
 § Synergy
 § Partner (as a verb)
 § Empower
 § Seek
 § Life stage
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Tactical copy concerns

Also refrain from:

Passive voice 
“The money was invested in a variety of funds”

Passive voice can make your copy seem weak, uncertain 
or even deceitful. 

Apologetic tone 
“We’ve always strived to make improvements in the 
speed with which we try to resolve customer problems. 
Despite some recent shortcomings in this area, we feel 
we’re now making slow but steady progress.”

Customers won’t feel confident in our ability to  
help them achieve financial well-being if we seem  
unconfident in ourselves. 

Overly slick copy 
“It turns out that securities are the cause of many 
people’s insecurities.”

Copy that is too slick or clever lacks sincerity and 
suggests a greater interest in being witty than in being 
relevant to the reader. 

Puns 
“If you’re considering two different rates of return,  
you may be facing a conflict of interest.”

As with slick copy, puns seems insincere and place too 
much emphasis on the words themselves rather than 
the sentiment behind the words.
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Appendix 1: Brand voice checklist

Which audience is the copy addressing? 
 Individual 
 Institutional 
 Internal 

Is our brand personality reflected in the copy? 
(Check all that apply): 

 Wise 
 Caring 
 Trustworthy 
 Optimistic 
 Confident 
 Straightforward 

Does the copy communicate our financial  
well-being positioning? 

 Yes 
 No 

Is the copy speaking appropriately and  
relevantly to the audience? 

 Yes 
 No 

Is the copy clear, concise and direct? 
 Yes 
 No

Does the copy deliver information that is not  
directly tied to the communication objective? 

 Yes 
 No 

Does the copy further our larger business objectives? 
 Yes 
 No 

Does the copy fulfill the creative brief? 
 Yes 
 No 

Is the copy benefit-oriented and not feature-focused? 
 Yes 
 No 

Does the copy avoid jargon? 
 Yes 
 No

Does the copy refrain from using excessive acronyms? 
 Yes 
 No

When writing or reviewing copy, use this checklist to help  
ensure our brand voice is coming through loud and clear.
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Appendix 2: Our brand voice in action

[NOTE: A short, complete piece will be included here to show all 
elements of brand voice being used effectively. This may be the piece 
we use to road test these guidelines this summer.]
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Appendix 3: Glossary of standard terminology

[Introduction to come?]

Retirement Plans IRAs/Brokerage Mutual Funds Asset Management Life insurance

Who our customers are Participants,  
plan sponsors 

Customers,  
clients

Shareholders Institutions, consultants, 
intermediaries, advisors, 
wirehouses, third party 
advisors (TPAs), banks/
trusts, endowments, 
foundations, public plans, 
sovereign wealth, plan 
sponsors, mutual fund 
supermarkets, defined 
contribution retirement 
recordkeepers

Participants, agents, 
advisors, affinity groups

Give us money Contributions Contributions for regular 
payments, rollover for lump 
sum activity, investments or 
deposits for Brokerage

Investments Investments Premium or  
contribution

Take out money Distribution or  
withdrawal 

Distribution (IRA only, does 
not apply to Brokerage), 
withdraw, take money out

Redemption (we offer IRAs 
as well and this would be 
considered a distribution)

Redemption Withdrawal

Become a customer Enroll Apply, purchase, open 
(Note:  enroll" does not 
apply for most IRAs or 
Brokerage)

Open an account Sign an agreement Call our IAP (TIAA-CREF  
Life sales center) or  
consult an advisor

Pension Retirement Retirement plan N/A Pension or defined benefit N/A

Premiums Contributions Contributions N/A N/A Contribution or premium

“Paid Ups” Inactive or terminated N/A N/A N/A Cash value return

Policy holder Participant Customers,  
clients

N/A N/A Participant, customers 
of Registered Investment 
Advisors or Affinity Groups
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Appendix 3: Glossary of standard terminology

Administrator or 
institution

Plan Sponsor Employer N/A N/A N/A

Pension consultant Retirement (or industry) 
consultant

N/A N/A Pension consultant Registered Investment 
Advisor, Insurance 
Representative, Wholesale 
Advisor

Accumulation Assets,  
account balance

Accumulation,  
account balance

Account balance Account market value N/A

“TDA” 
Tax Deferred Annuity Plan

Voluntary savings plan Guaranteed  
retirement income

N/A N/A N/A. Life has a different 
product: After Tax Deferred 
Annuity ("ATA")

“NPP” 
Non Premium Paying

Non-contributing Inactive N/A N/A Non Premium Paying

Individual consultant Financial consultant Consultant,  
specialist,  
expert

Financial consultant N/A Annuity representative, 
insurance representatives, 
licensed advisors

Associate individual 
consultant

Associate financial 
consultant

Consultant,  
specialist,  
expert

Associate financial 
consultant

N/A N/A

Managing consultant Relationship manager N/A N/A N/A Varies by channel

Liaison Client service consultant Consultant,  
specialist,  
expert

N/A N/A Wholesalers, M Team 
(sells to M Financial) and 
IAP (TIAA-CREF Life sales 
center) 

NOTE: Tuition Finance, Inc. follows the state’s branding and language.  
For more information, contact Pam McNulty, PMcNulty@tiaa-cref.org
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Appendix 3: Glossary of standard terminology

Additional descriptors

Retirement Plans IRAs/Brokerage Mutual Funds Asset Management Life insurance

Salesperson Relationship manager

Decision maker CIO, CEO, senior-level 
investment professional, 
research analysts, fund 
relationship managers

IRA Individual Retirement 
Account (Note: not annuity), 
tax advantaged savings 
account

Plan, contract, account Account

Money Funds

Distributions Distribution or income 
stream depending on 
context
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Index

[To come?]


